
Once upon a time, the badge of any serious card-carrying geek
was the arsenal of obtuse and dangerous utility software he or
she dared to use. Tools such as low-level disk formatting util-

ities, registry editors, and disk-cloning applications were a requirement
for those who needed to get under the hood of Wintel systems, even if
using them improperly meant the risk of total system failure or data loss.

In the mid-1990’s, the disk-cloning tool Ghost (at the time a product of
Binary Research) was one of the classic wizardly tools. When I was using
Ghost back then, it ran in a slightly spooky-looking (to the uninitiated)
monotone DOS interface from a floppy. Ghost was amazing to watch as it
cloned entire hard-drives across a serial or parallel cable. Unpleasantly
Spartan appearances aside, Ghost was an impressive tool that saved me a
great deal of work deploying new systems and restoring damaged ones.

Almost alone in its category early on, Ghost drew some worthy com-
petitors as the years passed. As Windows moved away from DOS,
Ghost appeared increasingly outdated and hard to use. Its dependence
on boot floppies was not helpful in an era where some PC’s no longer
even had floppy drives.

Ghost remained a reasonably effective tool, but as Windows itself
became easier to use and even support technicians grew comfortable with
the improved built-in Windows storage management tools—booting from
a DOS floppy seemed, well—so yesterday. Ghost made some significant
progress in its capabilities after Symantec acquired it in 1998, but until
recently Ghost’s core remained rooted in older technologies.

Although most serious Administrators still have some components
of the daredevil techie toolkits of yore, utilities such as Ghost might
seem less relevant as hardware costs plummet. Why salvage a ques-
tionable hard drive when a new one can be had for so cheap?

Why? Data, of course. More than ever, we need powerful tools to
manage, protect, and move data as the increasingly capacious hard
drives on modern desktop systems now easily hold years of vital infor-
mation like emails or text documents.

Although hardware rarely fails these days, systems are more vulner-
able to catastrophic failure from viruses and hacking. A rapid solution
to restoring data and getting back to work is critical; one of the best
ways to accomplish this with minimum downtime is with disk-imaging
technology such as Ghost.

Symantec has recognized this opportunity, and revivified Ghost with
the introduction of version 9.0. Part of this revival has been accom-
plished by combining the technology of Ghost with the technology of
one of its former competitors, Powerquest’s Drive Image.

Symantec bought out Powerquest at the end of 2003; an excellent
strategic move, as Drive Image had some clever features lacking in

previous versions of Ghost. The result is a very practical hybrid of the
two utilities in the form of Ghost 9.0.

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

For this review I am looking at the boxed retail version of Ghost 9.0
for Windows 2000/XP. Although many of you may be more familiar
with or use the Ghost Corporate edition for this month’s article I am,
looking only at the small-business/power-user version.

Ghost Corporate is a true enterprise-class product worthy of its own
separate review. The non-corporate version of Ghost does not include
the powerful application deployment, user migration, and remote
administration features of its big brother. However, even the entry-level
Ghost application is a potent and very useful tool in its own right.

Ghost used to be almost exclusively a cloning tool, but version 9.0 has
now been transformed into a more general tool for imaging drives as both
a backup strategy and a means to move data from one drive to another. In
some regards, it is substantially different in purpose and target user than its
predecessors. Yet the basic intent remains the same; create an exact dupli-
cate of an entire operating environment for very rapid disaster recovery.

INSTALLATION

Ghost 9.0 requires a Pentium 233 processor and 128MB of RAM. In
order to use the CD as a bootable recovery disk as well, 256MB is nec-
essary (more about this later). Finally, Ghost requires the Microsoft
.NET framework, which is included in the install for those who haven’t
already deployed it.

Ghost is available in two distributions, a downloadable file, or a
boxed retail version.

The boxed version contains two CDs, one with Ghost 9.0, and one
CD with the previous version of Ghost (2003) for support of Windows
9x/NT/ME systems. I appreciate that you get software for all major
Windows platforms in one box, but I do wish these were labeled more
clearly as I loaded the wrong CD when I began the evaluation, because
both versions work on Windows 2000. For this review, I am only exam-
ining version 9.0 since it represents the “new” direction of Ghost.

The bootable Ghost 9.0 CD contains the installer, the Symantec
Recovery Disk, useful documentation, and a fairly helpful multimedia
tutorial. Installation from the retail boxed CD product (I did not test the
downloadable version) was smooth and unremarkable.

After the installation is complete, there is a brief registration process,
which can be canceled if you prefer not to provide personal info. I give
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credit to Symantec for providing clear options for contact preferences
and a link in the registration window to their privacy policy.

Once you have completed the install, the application is ready to use,
and no reboot is necessary.

OPERATION

Using Ghost is a bit like sailing among icebergs; while fairly
straightforward on the surface, a bit of danger and destructive force
lurks underneath. For these reviews, I often research user comments for
background, and I was surprised to see that Ghost has a number of neg-
ative remarks in such discussions. Most of those comments are based
on previous versions of Ghost, because Ghost 9.0 is a much safer and
more user-friendly product than its predecessors.

I found the vast majority of negative comments were from those who
had not read the manual or done their homework before running Ghost.
I’m no exception to the “read the manual later” crowd, but for Ghost it is
well worth the effort. Carefully consider what you want to accomplish and
follow the instructions to get there, and you will not be disappointed.

Ghost uses the familiar collapsible “Task Pane” type interface, with
icons for frequent operations. Fortunately, there is also an “advanced
menu” toggle for those who dislike too much eye candy. Either way, in
sharp contrast to previous versions of Ghost, Wizards now guide you
through every task easily.

Creating a backup is almost effortless; the wizard presents a pleasantly
concise range of options such as whether you desire an incremental or full
backup, and the destination of the resulting drive image file, which can be
saved to a wealth of media from zip to external drives or spanned CDs. The
image can also be directed to a network share via its UNC path.

Like any good backup utility, an extensive range of scheduling
options are possible, and scheduled backup images can be created
while the system is in regular use without an undue performance hit.

Disk-cloning (a direct copy to another disk rather than the creation
of an image file) is still available, and is as effective and fast as in pre-
vious versions. In my testing, a disk-to-disk clone over IDE was rapid,
copying a 4-gigabyte hard drive (with 3.5GB of OS files and data) to a
6GB drive took less than five minutes. The best part is that this
occurred in the Windows background while I wrote this review. I
detected only minor slow-downs from Ghost’s activities. Other backup
and restore operations I tested were similarly fast and painless.

I did have one minor issue with Ghost during a disk-to-disk clone
over IDE, which resulted in an unhelpful error code that required pag-
ing through the manual and wandering the online knowledgebase to
determine the meaning of the code. Because I immediately suspected a
faulty drive controller I was able to resolve the problem, but I think
Ghost needs to do a better job of enumerating error codes and also
making the more common error messages self-explanatory.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

A highlight of the new Ghost is that the Ghost installer CD is also a
bootable disk based on the Windows Preinstallation Environment
(WindowsPE). Symantec calls this their “Symantec Recovery Disk”.

There are an impressive array of useful recovery tools to be found in
the “Advanced Recovery Tasks” menus of the bootable CD environ-
ment such as; a virus scan utility, drive mapping (for pulling images
from servers to the machine in the recovery environment), PING, NIC
configuration, MBR restoration, and partition management.

The recovery disk has all the necessary networking tools you might
need to cross the bridge from a damaged machine to the source of a
recovery image, and I like the fact that this CD can genuinely simplify
the restoration of a damaged system or hard drive.

SUPPORT AND HELP

Symantec is one of the growing roster of companies that tries too
hard to route all support questions to a knowledge base website. To
their credit, they do a good job of offering useful and detailed informa-
tion there, but if you need more help than can be found online, the only
free interactive support available is through a web-form to submit a
question via email.

One of the problems with the form is that it requires you to categorize
your problem in detail; not so easy with something as complex as
disk-imaging. For example, a fault during disk-cloning could be
generated from hardware, the OS, or the Ghost application itself, but in
the support web-form you must choose only one option. Even if you have
a clear sense of the exact nature of the problem, you are forced to narrow
down your question to one choice from a list of uselessly general topics,
most of which seem intended for completely unrelated products.

I think that an application as sophisticated as Ghost should offer at
least limited initial real-time support for free by phone or interactive
chat. That said, if necessary you can choose paid phone support at $29
per incident or $2.95 a minute via a 1-900 number.

I can’t vouch for the quality of the phone support but I do credit the
email support with good answers when I queried them about an obscure
error. Unfortunately, the response took three days!

PRICING

Ghost 9.0 is available as a boxed product or download version. Either
version is priced at $69 (upgrades from previous versions are $49). The
downloaded version does not support Windows versions prior to
Windows2000. Moreover, the boxed version comes with a very good
paper user guide (A rare treat nowadays!) and the bootable recovery CD.
In short, unless you are in a rush, go for the boxed product.

I think Norton Ghost is fairly priced for such a powerful and use-
ful utility.

CONCLUSION

While Ghost may not be the “supergeek” tool that it was in the
past, I give credit to Norton for boldly rethinking the purpose of
Ghost and dramatically improving its usability. Norton has
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admirably melded Ghost’s strengths in wrangling data with new eas-
ier configuration and operation; tasks that used to require booting
from a floppy or skilled DOS chops can now easily be performed
within Windows. More importantly, the backup and recovery features
are reliable and effective.

Although Ghost still does a good job of cloning entire drives for
projects such as the deployment of new systems, I appreciate that Ghost
is now positioned as more of a backup tool than a cloning tool, even
though the dividing line between the two is blurry. Perhaps that’s the
point: the ideal backup is a total duplication of your computing envi-
ronment including all OS files and any unique user configurations.

So, even though I miss the mystique of the old Ghost, it is now an
even more versatile product and has become a comprehensive and valu-
able tool for both powerusers and the technical support professional. If
you were a fan of the old Ghost you may be surprised by how different
Ghost 9.0 is, but I think you will be pleasantly surprised.  

Jim Justen is the NaSPA VP of Shareware. He worked in broadcast engineering
in the early ’80s, and as the “electronics guy,” was assigned to support early
PCs, networks and embedded systems.
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